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Hello fellow dusty fans.
USA
48 Posts

Thought you all might be interested in an Article i found in Our Local
Paper, i live on Hilton Head Island. Which is situated southernmost
South Carolina, USA. the Paper is Called " The island Packet " And the
Article was found in The Magazine section of the paper.
it reads as follows:
This question was asked by,Tom Schaefer from Madison,
Wisconsin.USA
( Maybe Tom is a member.??? )
What's the status of the Biopic of 1960s British Pop star Dusty
Springfield, starring Charlize Theron.??
Answer.
Dusty Springfield, who died of breast Cancer in 1999 aged 59 after a
troubled life- is the subject of two biopics, but Theron is not involved.
Nic ole Kidman will produce and star in one, and Michael Cunningham (
The Hours ) is writing the script.
before that, Kidman has another singing role-in Nine, set to start
filming in October. meanwhile, Kristin Chenoweth is also developing
a Springfield biopic for herself that may be out first....
Geordie1954.

Will
Wasn't born to follow
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Thanks for that, Geordie - it's astonishing where Dusty pops up, and
how often!
Will
http://www.mactastic.net/
"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."
United Kingdom
7603 Posts

daydreamer
Moderator
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I still get shivers at the thought of Nicole Kidman playing Dusty and
they're not good shivers! I hope it just fades away as all the others
seem to have done. I've not got a problem with Michael Cunningham,
just the 40 odd year old beanpole that is Nicole Kidman playing (say)
the 24 year old diminutive Dusty.
Carole x
"The days have come and gone sinc e you were here..."
United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Baby Blue
Where am I going?
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I have been c omparing thoughts of Nicole Kidman playing Dusty with
Myrel Streep in Mamma Mia. Hopefully it will be good, just not the real
thing. Trying to stay optimistic.
Marty

USA
3185 Posts

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?
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I posted on the Nicole Kidman thread just yesterday or this morning.
'The Nicole Kidman movie has moved to script stage and will be
produced by Nicole's own production company. It's set to be made or
released in 2009. Looks like it's for real.' It looks like it will focus on
Dusty against the backdrop of the rise of rock groups like the Stones
and Beatles.
United Kingdom
3565 Posts

The Kristin Chenowith movie looks like a small independent movie and is
currently scheduled for a later release.
If Nicole's movie is going to show anything of the complexity of Dusty
as a person, say while making 'Memphis', Nicole's the one to do it well.
She's a brave and excellent actress (in my book anyway). It was Jane
Campion's 'Portrait of Lady' that confirmed that for me. I don't know
how she'll act her way to be several inches shorter though.
Memphis
Ever since we met...

boztiggs
Where am I going?
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as i posted on another thread, dusty was never 9 foot three inches, so
kidman should be out. Its ridiculous, yes she can be a sensitive ad
perceptive ac tor, but you cant pull it off if you are twice the size of
the character you are portraying. I hope it falls through in a way, there
should be no film until theres the perfect person to play her, and lord
only knows how long that would take.
United Kingdom
3367 Posts

neil
" Here in the gloom, of my lonely room, i hold his photograph and pray
ill see him soon oh-oh"

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?
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Cinema's a great medium. It works mainly through close ups and
medium shots. Full shots where you can see the full stature of a group
of actors aren't always necessary.
When I watch Dusty on that BBC video I don't immediately recognise
that she's relatively short. She looks taller in those lovely gowns. But
not 9' 3" it must be said!
United Kingdom
3565 Posts

I'm thinking of the stature this movie could have with Kidman and
Cunningham behind it. It would be an A list movie; it could be Oscar
territory. There could be a great Dusty (not Nic ole) soundtrack. Most
of all I believe Dusty will be treated with intelligent respec t.
Memphis
Ever since we met...

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing
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WELL WHAT EVER IT COMES TO BE......HOPE IT COMES OUT ON VH1
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MOVIES THAT ROCK
MARY

USA
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hedydust
Little by little

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES!
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!
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I totally agree with Boztiggs,theres no way Nicole should play
Dusty,shes what 5'9 and Dusty was 5'3.Sorry but she should step aside
and try and fine an unknown and use Dustys recordings,because no
one compares to Dustys voice..

USA
736 Posts

IT HAPPENS TO BE TRUE

***All I See Is You***
geordie1954
I start counting

USA
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Well, it was good to see so many differing responses to Dusty Movie,
while i must agree with the Majority that Nicole Kidman is obviously not
the ideal Choice of actresses to portray dusty, i strongly believe that
there must be A British Actress who can accomplish this, It is only fair
to us fans, who after all, will benefit most from the movie.
And, don't you think it is what Dusty's memory deserves.?? Nothing but
the best to portray the best.?
" if you wish to hear an Angel Sing, listen to Some dusty..."
Geordie1954

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing
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THANK YOU GEORDIE

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES!
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!
USA
5821 Posts

geordie1954
I start counting
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You are most welcome mssdusty...
USA
48 Posts

Baby Blue
Where am I going?

geordie1954
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I am not that worried about Nicole Kidman's height, I am sure that
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Hollywood can compensate for it. I am much more concerned about the
singing.
Marty

USA
3185 Posts

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing
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OK
SHE IS TO TALL. EVEN WITH FLATS.
LET'S HOPE THEY USE DUSTY'S VOICE.
LET'S HOPE SHE GETS DUSTY'S MOVEMENTS DOWN

NOONE HAS

DONE THAT YET!
MARY
USA
5821 Posts

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES!
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!
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